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Abstract

The processing power available to scientists and engineers using supercomputers over
the last few decades has grown exponentially, permitting significantly more sophisticated
simulations, and as a consequence, generating proportionally larger output datasets. This
change has taken place in tandem with a gradual shift in the design and implementation
of simulation and post-processing software, with a shift from simulation as a first step and
visualisation/analysis as a second, towards in-situ on the fly methods that provide immediate
visual feedback, place less strain on file-systems and reduce overall data-movement and
copying. Concurrently, processor speed increases have dramatically slowed and multi and
many-core architectures have instead become the norm for virtually all High Performance
computing (HPC) machines. This in turn has led to a shift away from the traditional
distributed one rank per node model, to one rank per process, using multiple processes per
multicore node, and then back towards one rank per node again, using distributed and
multi-threaded frameworks combined.

This thesis consists of a series of publications that demonstrate how software de-
sign for analysis and visualisation has tracked these architectural changes and pushed the
boundaries of HPC visualisation using dataflow techniques in distributed environments. The
first publication shows how support for the time dimension in parallel pipelines can be im-
plemented, demonstrating how information flow within an application can be leveraged to
optimise performance and add features such as analysis of time-dependent flows and com-
parison of datasets at different timesteps. A method of integrating dataflow pipelines with
in-situ visualisation is subsequently presented, using asynchronous coupling of user driven
GUI controls and a live simulation running on a supercomputer. The loose coupling of anal-
ysis and simulation allows for reduced IO, immediate feedback and the ability to change
simulation parameters on the fly.

A significant drawback of parallel pipelines is the inefficiency caused by improper
load-balancing, particularly during interactive analysis where the user may select between
different features of interest, this problem is addressed in the fourth publication by integrat-
ing a high performance partitioning library into the visualization pipeline and extending the
information flow up and down the pipeline to support it. This extension is demonstrated in
the third publication (published earlier) on massive meshes with extremely high complex-
ity and shows that general purpose visualization tools such as ParaView can be made to
compete with bespoke software written for a dedicated task.

The future of software running on many-core architectures will involve task-based
runtimes, with dynamic load-balancing, asynchronous execution based on dataflow graphs,
work stealing and concurrent data sharing between simulation and analysis. The final paper
of this thesis presents an optimisation for one such runtime, in support of these future HPC
applications.

x



Chapter 1

Introduction

Visualisation and analysis go hand in hand with simulation; without graphs, images

and videos made from the results generated by scientific simulations there would be

significantly less discovery and insight in scientific computing. Unfortunately, gener-

ation of images from scientific data is not always a straightforward task, particularly

so as the size of datasets generated by scientists has been growing consistently over

the years, in line with the growing compute power that has followed Moore’s law

and in turn driven the IT and Big Data revolution that we are living through.

The problems associated with large dataset visualisation are a combination

of those that occur in distributed computing with those associated with parallel

rendering and stem from the following underlying causes:

• When datasets exceed the size of memory on a single workstation or the re-

sources required to generate a pleasing image exceed the capabilities of a single

node, it becomes necessary to process the data in parallel using multiple nodes

in a cluster or supercomputer.

• Processing data in parallel requires communication and synchronization be-

tween nodes that significantly complicates software.

• As data becomes larger, it (generally) becomes more difficult to find regions

of interest because the ratio of interesting to average numbers (or features) in

the data becomes smaller.

• To make interesting data more visible and stand out from the sea of more

mundane data, complex mapping or transformations may be required that

require special treatment when run in a distributed parallel code.
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• Increasing data sizes place more strain on filesystems that are impacted both

by the simulation, and again by the visualisation during later post processing.

In-Situ Methods

Optimisation

Dataflow

IO

Networking

Parallel Rendering

and Visualisation

HPC

Simulation

Chapter 2

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Computational 

Steering

Chapter 3

Future 

Task Based Systems

Chapter 6

Chapter 3

Chapter 6

Figure 1.1: An illustration of how the main themes of the chapters of this thesis fit
into the broader picture of simulation, visualisation and analysis. (It is not possible
to confine each chapter to a single position since they all deal with optimisation and
dataflow in some capacity).

These problem areas can be collected into broad categories as shown in figure

1.1, which illustrates how the chapters of this thesis overlap with those areas of

research.

• Networking represents the major difference between a multi-node distributed

application and a single node one; all communication between processes makes

use of the network. In the area of Parallel Rendering and Visualisation,

distributed pipelines (Chapter 2), image compositing (Chapter 4), load bal-

ancing (Chapter 5) all rely on high performance networking. Optimisation of

2



the network layer itself is the subject of Chapter 6.

• IO has become a major bottleneck in the simulation-analysis workflow; huge

datasets, saved to disk (then reloaded later), may add minutes or hours to

compute runs. In-Situ analysis (Chapter 3) is one of the solutions to the IO

problem, by analysing data at the point of creation, extracting useful infor-

mation from it and only saving that which is necessary the total time spent

on scientific discovery is dramatically reduced.

• Computational steering (Chapter 3) takes the principle of in-situ analysis

one step further by allowing changes to the simulation to be made whilst it is

still running and providing immediate feedback to the user.

• Dataflow represents the algorithmic building blocks and the connections be-

tween them, that are used when turning one piece of data into another, whether

that data be initial boundary conditions, geometric/topological descriptions

or any other methodological parameters. Dataflow represents the single bind-

ing theme of this thesis where all work intersects and it is the Optimisation

of those building blocks and how they connect that each chapter explores.

• Future computer systems will have more cores, more accelerators, and be

built with more heterogeneous components that in turn require more complex

synchronization, thread control and scheduling between algorithmic dataflow

blocks that subdivide work into Tasks that execute asynchronously. The

optimisation of task communication over the network is the subject of Chapter

6.

1.1 Dataflow

Dataflow techniques have emerged as the dominant design paradigm for visualisa-

tion software with the two best known distributed parallel applications, VisIt and

ParaView, being built upon the Visualization Toolkit (VTK, Schroeder et al. [1996]),

a dataflow based visualisation library. VTK consists of hundreds of sources (read-

ers, data generators), filters for processing datasets (slicing, contouring etc.) and

sinks (renderers, writers) that consume data, these make up a huge pool of modu-

lar algorithms and connectible components that allow data of almost any kind to

be manipulated and transformed from one type to another or rendered as images

or graphs. In the wider field of data science, other technologies that make use of

dataflow, such as MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat [2008]), Apache Spark (Zaharia
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et al. [2016]) and more recently Google’s Cloud Dataflow (Akidau et al. [2015]) have

been widely adopted for large scale data processing due to their flexibility and appli-

cability to a wide range of problems. In the field of AI, libraries such as TensorFlow

(Abadi et al. [2016]) are built around the concept of dataflow graphs in exactly

the same way and are revolutionising the software landscape and placing powerful

learning tools in the hands of the masses.

At the heart of the dataflow principle is the idea that many small tasks that

perform a limited or well defined function, may be chained together and combined

to solve more complex problems (see Johnston et al. [2004] for a good introduction).

One of the requirements (and great strengths) of this approach is that it encourages

the adoption of a manageably small number of well defined data types to represent

the intermediate states of the computation (graph edges) so that pipelines can be

constructed from reusable code blocks (graph nodes) and each new algorithm or

method added, increases the problem space that can be explored in a combinatorial

way. Modular design of software is not new or revolutionary and the principles

behind dataflow methods originate from the more fundamental realm of functional

programming, where every operation (cf. filter) is a transformation of some input

data/arguments and the resulting new data is produced as an output. Functional

programming itself has seen a revival in popularity over recent years, in large part

due to the changes in microprocessor architectures towards more cores per chip,

which in turn leads to stronger thread safety requirements in programs. Functional

programs should ideally have no external state – no global mutable variables –

one of the principal requirements of robust thread-safe programming, however the

adoption of thread-safe programming techniques in large libraries such as VTK has

been slow due to the size and complexity of those libraries; their design and much of

their implementation was already in place before the need for thread safety became

necessary.

When VTK was first released in the 1990’s, dual core processors were not

available (IBM’s Power-4 processor was the first dual-core general purpose CPU and

was released in 2001, AMD and Intel produced their first x86 compatible dual-core

processors in 2004 and 2005 respectively), dual socket machines were not common-

place and so multi-threaded programming was not widely used outside of the operat-

ing systems that hosted the users code and (in hardware form) in the graphics chips

that did the work of rendering their images. Initial work on laying the foundations

of multi-threading and parallel distributed operation in VTK were introduced in

(Law et al. [1999] and Ahrens et al. [2000]) and it is in these developments that the

concept of information flow into the VTK dataflow pipeline were first introduced –
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information in this context may be considered as meta-data about the data being

processed, the following section describes why it is useful and needed.

1.1.1 Information in Dataflow Systems

The concept of dataflow is straightforward, data is taken in by some filter or func-

tion, modified in some way and exported, where it is then consumed by another filter

and the process repeats, with fan-out and fan-in of data paths producing a network

of connections that form a graph. Generally (at least in visualisation), the graphs

are acyclic and are referred to as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). In a visualisa-

tion pipeline, the sources that form the initial nodes of the graph are readers (or

in-situ data generators) and the sinks that terminate the graph are renderers (or IO

writers). Cyclic feedback loops within the graph are used frequently in AI systems

such as TensorFlow, as they allow for concepts such as memory and feedback to be

introduced, but in more traditional data-processing pipelines they introduce ambi-

guity and can trigger unwanted re-execution of the algorithms in the graph nodes if

not treated specially.

The problem with a simple graph is that all data must be transmitted along

the graph edges connecting the nodes, and the type of that data must conform to

what is expected at the inputs to that node. A contour filter (for example) may

expect a regular grid such as an image as input, but will generate an unstructured

grid/mesh as output. A second filter expecting a regular grid cannot accept the

unstructured data since the cells of the mesh in most systems will be represented

by a different type than the cells in the image – an image requires only an x and y

dimensions, origin and spacing between pixels, whereas the mesh requires explicit

connectivity array to map vertices onto coordinates – very different definitions. A

renderer may turn the mesh geometry back into a 2D image and return the type back

to a regular grid once more – such transformations are common with filter pipelines.

Within a powerful high-level programming language such as C++, the datatypes

that represent the geometric types may be part of a class hierarchy that allows one

to construct higher abstractions that hide some of these type transformations or

provide automatic conversion from one type to another, removing some restrictions

from the composability of the nodes within the graph and therefore making their

construction more straightforward. All these considerations are taken into account

in the design of a library such as VTK, but problems arise when the representation

of parameters are included, in particular, conditional parameters.

To explain why parameters cause problems, consider figure 1.2 that shows

a simple pipeline, the user may control parameters of each of the filters, or the

5



Source

(image)

Filter1

(extract region)

Filter2

(smoothing)
Renderer

User

GUI/Parameters

Request (information)

Figure 1.2: Each of the source nodes, or filters/renderers may have a large number
of parameters, which may change the input or output requirements, or even data
types. When the user interacts with a filter, information passing enables filters to
modify themselves or their behaviour accordingly.

renderer. Data (an image in this example) is loaded initially and passed to an

extract region filter that in turn crops the data and outputs a new image of smaller

size, this is passed to a second filter that applies a smoothing operation in the form

of a simple stencil. If the user sets the region of interest (ROI) on the extraction

filter to some small subregion of the whole image – should the source reader export

the whole image, or just the region that is needed for the ROI? Clearly the source

reader could be more efficient if it only read the data that was actually needed

further down the pipeline. The difficulty is that one must now pass parameters

that belong to the extraction filter to the reader so that it can modify its output

accordingly. The scenario can be made more complicated by including the smoothing

filter – the user may select a smoothing option that applies a stencil or convolution

operation requiring data from N nearest neighbours for each pixel – the ROI must

be inflated by one or more pixels and the exported source region must be expanded

accordingly. The user might even use another parameter to disable the visibility of

the smoothed image in the renderer and it is now no longer necessary to read or

process any data at all. The number of possible parameter changes that affect the

dataflow balloons as more and more filters are added and it is clearly not possible to

pass all of them to all filters and have them handle them correctly – especially if one

considers that all parameters may have different types themselves (scalars, vectors

or other structures). The solution adopted in VTK and it’s parallel distributed

implementation ParaView (Ahrens et al. [2005]) is to use information keys that are

special messages that flow up and downstream, complementing the main dataflow

and permitting a downstream filter to affect the behaviour of one upstream one by

passing information/requirements about regions, pieces, ranges etc. and each filter

6



may update/modify the information (even adding new information keys and values)

depending upon its own needs before the main data update stage. Information flow

is initiated via a request that is generated by the executors responsible for updating

the pipeline when new data is required (such as when the user refreshes the screen

to update the display).

The solution implemented in VisIt (Childs et al. [2005]) uses a contract struc-

ture that holds fields for any dataset attributes or values that might be useful to

other filters and each one may update the values in the contract prior to execution

of the pipeline. The contract system is not as trivially generalizable as the one in

ParaView that allows any key/value pair to be added to the information by any fil-

ter (or graph node) but it permits essentially the same kind of modifications to take

place in the pipeline. It is important to note that the addition of extra messages

flowing (sometimes bidirectionally) between nodes of the graph does not change the

essential structure of the graphs into cyclic or undirected graphs since the main flow

of data is unchanged – however, the communication between nodes adds tremendous

flexibility and give them the opportunity to perform optimisations (data reduction

for example) based on information supplied from others.

Chapter 2 presents the paper “Time Dependent Processing in a Parallel

Pipeline Architecture” (Biddiscombe et al. [2007]) that explores this topic in more

detail and uses the technique to extend the capabilities of ParaView to handle

time dependent datasets in a consistent manner. The developments outlined in this

paper allowed the creation of a series of filters that are still used today as part of the

backbone of the pipeline in ParaView. The ability to modify time requests, create

branches of pipelines with different timesteps and cache data between times is used

in the comparative visualisation features as well as the animation controls provided

by the ParaView front-end GUI. The implementation details of these features are

generally hidden from the user, however some of the more visible developments are

used actively – the best known of which is probably the vector field particle stream

tracer that is used worldwide by researchers on a daily basis for visualisation of time

dependent flows in areas of engineering and science from CFD to astrophysics.

The first industrial use of the time dependent pathline filter was in the visu-

alisation of flows in a Francis turbine to identify vorticity and regions of cavitation

(which damages turbine blades). The images of figure 1.3 show flow and vortex

formation in a the turbine; they were particularly difficult to generate because the

dataset consisted of over 50 individual high resolution mesh blocks representing dif-

ferent parts of the turbine, of which 34 were rotating relative to the frame of the

turbine. Handing this case required special treatment of particles that passed from

7



(a) Turbulent flow in Francis turbine (b) Close-up of vortex

Figure 1.3: Snapshots of pathlines generated in time dependent flow fields in a
Francis turbine. (a) The turbulence below the main turbine blades causes uneven
outflow that in turn reduces the efficiency of the turbine. Some particles are seeded
midway through the flow to better show the asymmetrical flow. (b) A stable vortex
forming right below the main turbine blades.

a stationary to a rotating block during an integration step and could not be done

prior to the developments of Chapter 2. No other off the shelf software available at

the time was able to produce images and videos of this kind from the datasets used.

The particle tracer was also used to create visualisations of flow in cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF) to accompany the co-authored paper (Gupta et al. [2010])

which contains many images created using the new ParaView capabilities. Figure

1.4 shows a still image of the flow of CSF around the brain that when animated re-

veals the periodic motion of the fluid, synchronized to the heart beat, that transports

chemicals around the brain and can be used in the modelling of drug delivery.

Numerous other time based filters have been developed since the time based

pipeline work was completed, one example is the implementation of a custom inter-

polation filter for SPH (smoothed particle hydrodynamics) particles that was used

in the extraction of vortex core-lines for another co-authored paper (Schindler et al.

[2009]). The use of cubic interpolation that includes the particle velocities at two

time steps as well as their positions produces a smoothly differentiable trajectory

that leads to better convergence of the vortex core-line calculation developed in

the paper. The pipeline model makes it easy to create custom filters that can be

inserted into a visualisation pipeline to perform these kind of non-standard, appli-

8



Figure 1.4: Flow visualisation of cerebrospinal fluid between the skull and brain
and in the subarachnoid space. The beating heart causes pressure changes in blood
flow and expansion/contraction of the brain tissue that triggers circulation of the
fluid, transporting metabolites and hormones in the process.

cation specific operations, figure 1.5 shows the striking difference between the linear

and hermitian interpolation scheme used.

1.2 In-Situ Visualisation and Computational Steering

The size of computer simulations in the field of HPC has been, and still is, con-

tinually growing as processors become more powerful and clusters/supercomputers

increase in capabilities correspondingly. Managing the torrent of data produced by

simulations has become one of the major challenges in the simulation community.

In-situ analysis is the term used to refer to the generation of output statistics, plots

or images that are derived from simulation results using the tools conventionally

reserved for post processing data. The central idea being to reduce IO from simula-

tion to file system, and then back again from file system to visualisation, as well as

increasing the frequency at which analysis can be performed, since IO is frequently

performed after N time steps rather than at every one to reduce IO needs. Over

time, the approaches used for in-situ analysis have become known by the terms

• Loosely coupled, denoting that the simulation generates data that is sent to

9



Figure 1.5: Illustration of cubic interpolation of particle paths. Arrows indicate
positions and velocities of all particles and show a region of air under a wave rolling
over. Red lines mark linearly interpolated paths of some of the particles, while green
curves indicate the corresponding cubically interpolated paths. (Image c© IEEE. Reprinted,

with permission)

separate nodes reserved for analysis to be further processed.

• Tightly coupled, where data remains on the same nodes on which it has been

generated and is then processed in a second stage by analysis code.

• Hybrid coupled, some data reduction or initial processing may take place on

compute nodes and the remaining data is then forwarded on to others for

further processing.

Each strategy has its own advantages and disadvantages;

• Loose coupling places a minimal burden on the simulation which can continue

unaffected – but it forces the user to make a possibly expensive copy of the

data on analysis nodes which must be allocated in addition to the compute

nodes.

• Tightly coupled methods may require the simulation to stop whilst post pro-

cessing takes place and may cause excessive memory requirement on the com-

pute nodes and impact performance through contention for system resources.

This problem is particularly notable if the analysis code does not scale as well

as the original simulation code, resulting in resources being wasted.

• Hybrid approaches may take the best, and possibly the worst of both worlds

and are the most complex to implement and deploy.

10



The first major work in this area for the HPC community was the loose coupling

framework DataStager (Abbasi et al. [2009]), it was built upon a number of other

libraries including the Adaptable IO Services (ADIOS, Lofstead et al. [2008]) that

were not used widely outside of the US national labs where they were developed.

A much more widely adopted parallel IO library is the Hierarchical Data Format,

HDF5 (The HDF Group [2000-2017]) and this was used as the basis for a loosely

coupled interface between simulation and ParaView (Biddiscombe et al. [2011]),

this paper was later extended and published as Chapter 3, “Parallel Computational

Steering for HPC Applications using HDF5 Files in Distributed Shared Memory”

(referred to as DSM henceforth) (Biddiscombe et al. [2012]) – the paper introduces

a DSM based approach to reroute file IO into memory instead of disk and expose

the memory as a file to the application. In the same year as the initial paper, the

VisIt community released a tightly coupled in-situ library libsim (Whitlock et al.

[2011]) and a few year later a tightly coupled in-situ ParaView library was released

called Catalyst (Ayachit et al. [2015]).

The work of Chapter 3 differs from libsim and Catalyst and is important for

several reasons:

• The ParaView/DSM interface is built on top of a custom HDF5 file driver

implying that any simulation that uses the HDF5 IO library can be integrated

into the in-situ visualisation framework without requiring any modifications

to the code – only relinking to a modified HDF5 lib is needed.

• Since only a linking step is needed, Fortran, C, C++ based simulation codes

can all be accommodated equally well (other languages could be supported

but have not been tested).

• The HDF5 file exposed by the DSM file driver (H5FDDSM) behaves exactly

like a high speed file on a parallel filesystem and so can be read from or written

to by either side of the communication link – this permits computational

steering as well as visualisation since commands and data can be sent back

from the ParaView GUI and read by the application.

• Custom GUI interfaces to control steerable objects or define visualisable ones

can be built for the simulation using a simple XML syntax.

The dataflow theme continues in the computational steering work of Chapter

3, when outputs from the simulation are connected to pipelines in ParaView and

these are used to generate new datasets that are returned back to the simulation for

use in subsequent time steps (direct coupling of solvers is also possible in this way).

11



DSM 

Source
Filter1 ...Filters... Renderer

User

GUI/Parameters

Simulation
DSM 

Writer

DSM

Figure 1.6: The DSM is a bi-directional module in the pipeline, it permits dataflow
from simulation to user, and also allows steering commands and data to be returned.

Figure 1.6 shows how the pipeline of figure 1.2 is modified by the presence of the

DSM, forming a bridge between the simulation and the conventional visualisation.

ParaView has been used as an interface for a user to control the simulation

by taking outputs from the simulation, combining them with user parameters from

controls, then generating new geometries that are fed back to the simulation to steer

it, experiments involved the steering of boats, control of wave generator geometries

and the design of turbine blades and buckets – principally using SPH solvers that are

well suited to handling adaptive/dynamic meshes. In figure 1.7 is an example of the

steering framework being used to control a pelton turbine simulation. The design of

the bucket shape is critical to minimize the splash from the water jet rebounding and

colliding with the incoming jet as this perturbs the shape and reduces momentum.

This plot shows the change in velocity and torque from the turbine as the water

flow is increased.

Several difficulties arose when controlling simulations in this way – the main

one was that the time steps output in simulation time are typically tiny, of the order

of milli or microseconds and are generated in seconds or tens of seconds of user time

– this makes it very difficult for interactive (human operated) controls to be used to

directly steer a simulation and instead it was found that connecting scripted python

routines to outputs and animating variables using the time dependent controls dis-

cussed previously gave more consistent and predicable behaviour.

1.2.1 MPI – one rank per node, one rank per process

A second problem that was found with the DSM implementation was not with

controlling simulations but with the complexity of the implementation itself which

used MPI for all communication – between two applications that were themselves

12



Figure 1.7: A snapshot of the steering system in use whilst monitoring and con-
trolling a simulation of a pelton turbine. The user increased the water discharge in
steps and measured the velocity of the turbine and torque produced.

using MPI communication internally. Allowing an entirely asynchronous shared

memory file with parallel access that can be opened and closed arbitrarily by either

simulation or analysis, required a complex (parallel) locking mechanism to ensure

that only one side of the link could modify the file contents at a time and a complex

message scheduling algorithm to distribute pieces of the file in an MxN fashion

(since the number of simulation nodes might not match the number of analysis

nodes and random access of the file is permitted and enforced by using random

or block cyclic access). This in turn required a multi-threaded design to allow

efficient handling of many messages coming from a large number of nodes in arbitrary

ordering.

The latest MPI-3 standard (MPI Forum [2012]) emphasises and encourages

the use of asynchronous non-blocking communications, one-sided transfers using

remote memory access (RMA) and improvements to multi-threaded performance in

applications where any thread may perform communication. In MPI terminology,

each rank of an application is a single process, which may consist of one or more

threads of execution. When multiple cores are available on a node, it is possible to

run multiple MPI ranks on that node where each rank is bound to a core, and the

memory used by that core is isolated from the memory used by other cores/ranks.

This has the effect of improving performance of applications due to good cache

reuse and minimized cross memory-bus traffic when multiple sockets are present.

As the number of cores on a chip is steadily increasing and memory hierarchies are
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Node
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processor
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1 Thread 1 Thread

(c) 1 multi-threaded
rank per node

Figure 1.8: Illustration of the relationship between nodes, ranks, threads and cores.
(a) A single core node with a single MPI rank, the simplest configuration and the
dominant usage mode for older processors. (b) A multicore node may have 1 rank
assigned to each core, each rank represents a separate process with an independent
memory space. (c) A multicore node may be assigned a single rank or process with
the rank using multi-threading in a single address space shared between all threads.

becoming more complex, the trend in software design is moving away from many

ranks on a node towards a single MPI rank/process consisting of many threads of

execution on each node. This tends to increase the complexity of the software due

to thread safety issues, but allows a much easier sharing of data between cores on

the same node, where previously they would have been different ranks and had to

communicate using the MPI interface. Figure 1.8 gives a simple illustration of the

evolution from a single rank per node, to many and then back to one again.

ParaView relies on the single rank per process model - each time a user

instantiates a filter pipeline, N copies of the pipeline are created, whether they

share a node or are distributed among nodes. Each core on a node is a separate

rank in an MPI program and communicates with other ranks using MPI. A user may

create a single ParaView server on a multicore node and then a use multi-threaded

filter on that node, but so far only a small fraction of the available filters can benefit

from this. To solve this problem, a new implementation of the VTK filter design

has been created, VTK-m (Moreland et al. [2016]) that inherits most of its design

from three earlier attempts at creating multi-threaded and/or GPU enabled filters,

EAVL (Meredith et al. [2012]), DAX (Moreland et al. [2011]) and PISTON (Lo

et al. [2012]). The design of VTK-m is centred around the implementation of Data

Parallel Primitives (DPP) the use of parallel (in the sense of threads or vectorized

instructions) implementations of algorithms to decompose visualisation tasks into

high parallelisable building blocks along the original design of VTK. The discussion
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of this topic will be revisited in the final part of this introduction and Chapter 6. The

next section looks instead at another of the problems that arise during interactive

visualisation.

1.3 Load-balancing, rendering and information

When interacting with large datasets, a common operation is to extract regions by

dragging a selection area on screen, or selecting one or more blocks of data from

many by some attribute or threshold. When this happens the data that might have

originally been well load-balanced across processes, may become wildly imbalanced

with some processes holding no data and others containing 1/N th of the data (as

originally allocated). In many cases (for example, when the number of analysis nodes

is small anyway and some wasted CPU cycles can be ignored), an imbalance is of

little consequence, however there are many occasions when maintaining load-balance

for either analysis or rendering is important. The work of Chapter 4 and Chapter

5 was motivated by these requirements. Chapter 4 presents “Practical parallel

rendering of detailed neuron simulations” that used an early implementation of the

work described in Chapter 5 “High-Performance Mesh Partitioning and Ghost Cell

Generation for Visualisation Software” most significantly, the load-balancing of very

large meshes to improve interactive visualisation particularly when transparency of

those meshes made sort-last compositing the most favourable rendering mode (the

full text of Chapter 4 discusses the trade-offs between sort-first and sort-last for

transparency).

The question in need of an answer in the paper of Chapter 4 was, “could a

general purpose visualisation tool (eg. ParaView), designed to work with almost any

data and many workflows, compete with a custom built, single-purpose visualisation

tool?” (in this case RTNeuron, Hernando et al. [2008], and Hernando [2011]): with

the secondary question being “how much effort would be required to do it?”. The

answer turned out to be “yes”, the ParaView implementation of neuron rendering

was able to perform as well as RTNeuron for most cases, though RTNeuron had

many options for neuron visualisation that were not available to ParaView (they

can be implemented if so desired).

In order to achieve good results with ParaView it was necessary to replace

the data distribution filter with a higher performance implementation based on the

Zoltan (Boman et al. [2007]) library from the Trilinos project. This produced a

huge improvement in load-balancing, but rendering still performed poorly due to

bad communication between the load-balancing modules and the rendering ones.
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Figure 1.9: 5K neuron circuit rendered with per vertex transparency showing elec-
trical activity (in millivolts) - regions that are not active are transparent, allowing
active regions to be seen more easily through the dense mesh.

The solution to this problem was to make use of information flow in the pipeline

to pass the geometric bounding boxes of individual process pieces of data down the

rendering pipeline and then modify the rendering layer to use the information to

order the compositing of pieces and give correct transparent blending. Transparent

rendering of surfaces requires ordered (back-to-front usually) rendering, or depth

peeling of data to give the correct results, and this ordering includes the compositing

of individual images from nodes that have been rendered correctly individually.

With load balancing and compositing optimized, there remained only the

actual geometry rendering that required performance improvements – to solve this

problem, the data parallel PISTON library (mentioned in the previous section) was

used to create a data-parallel sort and render filter that could run on the GPU

instead of the CPU and then pass the generated images to the network for parallel

compositing. At the same time, the rendering filter was extended to support 4

channel RGBA values so that transparency could be added on a per vertex basis –

as required by the neuron visualisation – previously, ParaView supported only RGB

values per vertex with a single alpha transparency value per object. With these

4 major enhancements (load-balancing, compositing, rendering, transparency), the

results were comparable to RTNeuron despite the work taking around 6 months of

development, whereas RTNeuron had been in continuous development for over 5

years at the time.
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1.3.1 Particle data

The development of the Zoltan based load-balancing filter was driven partly by the

desire to handle large neuron meshes, and also by the need to handle very large

particle based datasets. One problem was that there was no capability in ParaView

to generate ghost cells for particle data which was necessary when analysing huge

(tens of billions of cells) datasets on distributed processes. The data distribution

filter in ParaView can generate ghost cells for unstructured meshes, but not for

particle data, and this is essential when one wishes to interpolate between points to

compute resampled density, mass or other properties between particles when those

particles overlap process boundaries. Chapter 5 presents work that took the initial

implementation used for neuron rendering and made it more robust, more feature

complete and tightly integrated into the ParaView framework.

Some of the analysis operations on particle data (eg. SPH) requires finding

N nearest neighbours and computing a weighted sum of their contributions which

can be a time consuming and compute intensive task – the ability to extract regions

of interest from load-balanced data, then perform a second load-balancing step to

redistribute the new data where it can be processed in parallel by all nodes in the

job (and not just those on which the interesting data was first loaded) dramatically

increases the speed of analysis.

1.4 Task based programming

The connection between the final paper in this collection, entitled “Zero Copy Seri-

alization using RMA in the Distributed Task-Based HPX Runtime” (appearing as

Chapter 6) and the previous papers, may not seem obvious since the other papers

deal principally with visualisation enhancements and performance improvements to

ParaView. To understand the connection, consider the new VTK library, VTK-m

that is built upon data-parallel primitives: these primitives consist of basic algo-

rithms such as sort, copy, inclusive scan, exclusive scan, reduce by key, lowerbound,

upperbound and several others. The majority of these algorithms have now been

standardised as part of the C++17 extensions for parallelism [The C++ Standards

Committee, 2017, §algorithms.parallel] and so become part of the core C++ lan-

guage (under the namespace std::parallel) and can be invoked in standard code

to run algorithms on multiple cores. The remaining algorithms in VTK-m that have

not been standardised may be constructed from those that have. Also standardised

as part of the C++11 language is the asynchronous call std::async [The C++ Stan-

dards Committee, 2011, §futures.async], that allows a function to be invoked on a
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separate thread and return a std::future that is a thread synchronisation primi-

tive for a result that has not yet been generated – enabling tasks to be spawned that

perform computations in the background, on separate threads, whilst the function

that launched it continues with other work.

1.4.1 Dataflow through futurization

Limitations in the C++11 definition of future make it difficult to use for task

based programming directly, however a number of additions have been proposed

for C++20 and beyond that extend the features of futures significantly by using

continuations; futures are monadic data structures, they can be composed together

and used to chain operations in the following manner:

future_2 = future_1.then(new_function, arg1, arg2, ...);

This permits a style of programming known as Continuation Passing Style

(CPS – Appel and Jim [1989]) where futures may be used as inputs to other func-

tions that themselves return futures. The beauty of this system is that the contin-

uations attached to futures via the future.then function are not executed until

the first future has completed, making non-blocking asynchronous multi-threaded

code straightforward and simple to write with an easy to learn syntax. A number

of other functions such as future.when, future.when_all, future.when_any, and

a shared_future, make it possible to build up arbitrary dataflow graphs from the

futures. A shared_future may be used to connect one task to several others, and

the future.when(...) constructs allow the joining of several futures into one so

that only when all required tasks have completed can the next one begin. CPS

ensures that tasks that have data dependencies do not start executing until all their

dependencies are satisfied and this approach has been shown to reduce unnecessary

waiting and avoid latency (Syme et al. [2011]).

1.4.2 HPX

Whilst the extensions to C++ futures to enable CPS are not likely to be avail-

able until the time-frame of C++20, the HPX runtime system for parallelism and

concurrency (Kaiser et al. [2017]) has already implemented them, as well as the

extensions to std::parallel algorithms, so they may be used today. HPX goes

further than the current C++ proposals, by extending the asynchronous API to

distributed operations using an Active Global Address Space (AGAS) to reference

objects on remote nodes (Kaiser et al. [2015]). AGAS works as a kind of distributed

key-value store holding Ids to objects across a global address space that permits
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tasks to be launched on remote nodes and return future results from those nodes.

Objects may be held locally as normal C++ data structures, or may be registered

(using a unique name) with AGAS and then accessed remotely via the AGAS Ids.

This means that code designed to run on a single node using multiple threads may

easily be extended to run on multiple nodes and multiple threads using the same

API.

The VTK-m filter framework is designed in such a way that multiple imple-

mentations may be created as backends on which to execute code using a Device

Adaptor abstraction that hides implementation details of the threading layer from

the filter designer. Versions already exist for GPU execution using CUDA (Nickolls

et al. [2008]) and on the CPU using a serial implementation and multi-threaded using

Thread Building Blocks (TBB – Reinders [2007]). This author has implemented an

HPX backend that implements the Device Adaptor using the hpx:: versions of the

std::parallel algorithms and permits all visualisation filters to be executed using

the HPX runtime. However, developing high performance asynchronous distributed

VTK-m style filters in HPX that can pass datasets and pieces around, requires a

high performance network layer within HPX and this is what is presented in the

paper of Chapter 6.

Source Filter1 Filter2 Renderer

Source Filter1 Filter2 Renderer

Source Filter1 Filter2 Renderer

Client

N copies of pipeline in parallel

Figure 1.10: ParaView relies on N copies of each pipeline - one per process, syn-
chronisation is explicit and enforced at the filter level (when filters use MPI) and
all data/information requests are mirrored on all ranks.

1.4.3 Task based visualisation pipelines of the future

The traditional filter pipeline that has existed in VTK/ParaView for the last 15-

20 years (as shown in figure 1.10) is built upon N copies of the pipeline being

instantiated and coordinated by a server instance running on each rank. The client

communicates requests to each server synchronously and each server delivers the

piece of the result that it is responsible for. It has been demonstrated already that
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there are problems with this design arising from the need to load-balance the filters

and to keep CPU/GPU resources fully occupied. One of the goals of this thesis is

to outline a design of visualisation pipelines for the next generation of software that

can address these problems.

With distributed task based visualisation filters, there is no longer any need

for N parallel pipelines with identical copies of each filter running in synchronized

steps on each node. They may instead be replaced by a single instance of each filter

that acts as a coordinator for that particular algorithmic module in the workflow.

This coordinating filter-task can spawn as many or as few sub-tasks as needed on

whichever nodes are holding the data of interest – those sub-tasks are still instances

of the filter in question, but instead of communicating with the client/server mech-

anism directly, they communicate with the master copy of the relevant filter, the

flow of information occurs through the filter-tasks of the main pipeline rather than

through all sub-tasks. An operation on a large dataset that spans all nodes can

spawn tasks on all nodes, whereas an operation on a smaller subset, needs only to

create a reduced set of sub-tasks on the nodes that have the data of interest. The

decision about how many tasks to create should be based based on the number of

pieces required (or available) to process a particular dataset and not decided up

front by the server based on the initial job size alone. In the case of an in-situ

visualisation, we can assume that every node will initially contains some data, but

the filters instantiated at later parts of the pipeline may not span all nodes if data

reduction has taken place, and dynamic redistribution may modify the nodes doing

work as the simulation progresses and changes. Most importantly, work can move

to where the data is when it is more efficient than moving the data to free resources.

The HPX AGAS system, operating as a key value store, provides a mecha-

nism to find pieces of data and send work to them, or to retrieve a piece of data and

send it as a parameter to a function located elsewhere. It also provides a mechanism

to query how much work lies in the queues of any node to see which are idle and

which are oversubscribed (see Grubel et al. [2016]), this allows dynamic load bal-

ancing based on the actual work being done rather than always using a fixed set of

nodes, as is the case in the current ParaView implementation. The only requirement

to make this possible is that each node producing data registers it with AGAS to

give it a handle (Id) that can be passed around the system and accessed by any task

on any node using the handle identifier.

Figure 1.11 illustrates an architectural view of how such a pipeline would span

nodes and make use of thread pools. The front-end GUI (or command-line, etc.)

still sees a visualisation pipeline as before, but messages and dataflow through the
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Figure 1.11: Using a task based approach, there is not necessarily any need for
a copy of the pipeline on each node. A single filter, source or renderer task can
coordinate as many or as few sub tasks as required to perform an operation. The
pipeline itself needs only to exist once and distributed operation and synchronisation
of each filter is local only to that filter. There is no need for a server to directly
coordinate all branches of the pipeline individually.

pipeline are now only communicated along a single path of principal filter-tasks that

in turn coordinate the activities of each of the sub-tasks that they are responsible

for. Placement and numbers of sub-tasks may vary for each filter depending upon

needs.

As well as providing a much more flexible approach to dataflow, a task based

design using a work-stealing runtime allows seamless integration of in-situ processing

with the simulation providing the simulation is written using the same runtime as

the analysis. Simulation tasks and analysis tasks share the same work queues and

share the same data, using reference counting of data handles to ensure that once

data has been processed it can be deleted or reused as needed. If the simulation

decides that no analysis is needed on a certain time step, references are dropped, no

analysis tasks are created and the simulation continues. If analysis is needed, then

tasks can be created, they hold onto the data they require until they are done, and

then when they complete, data references are dropped and memory is cleaned up.

Work stealing between simulation and analysis tasks that are running on the same

queues solves the problem of tightly coupled applications slowing each other down

by forcing one to wait for the other – with work stealing of tasks, simulation can
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Figure 1.12: A plot of many different simulation tasks coded by colour. Each task
runs on a separate thread assigned to a particular core. As soon as a task completes,
the next one is taken and executed, leading to very efficient use of the CPU resources
- until (in this example) the end of an iteration, where new tasks cannot be generated
yet and blank/idle time starts to appear in the task plot. During these idle periods,
other work can be performed if it is available.
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continue and the user may control the priority of analysis tasks to minimize their

impact.

Figure 1.12 shows an example of a task based simulation that creates many

thousands of sub-tasks on each iteration of its solver, however, at the end of each

iteration, the amount of work to be done decreases and cores begin to sit idle waiting

for additional work. during these idle moments, visualisation tasks can be spawned

to make use of the wasted resources. On each individual node, analysis tasks can

even be placed on the queues of the cores that have generated the data they require,

improving data-locality by cache reuse as well as correct placement on the desired

node.

There is a further advantage to thread aware pipelines (using an HPX style

dataflow) that interplays with the scheduling (or execution) of individual nodes of

the graph and is demonstrated very clearly in Vo et al. [2011]. A pull driven pipeline

(ie. one that executes filters by traversing from sink back to source) cannot easily

execute two branches of a fork-join graph simultaneously because the execution

trigger is made from the downstream filter to its upstream source. Since each filter

passes its execution trigger upstream to its parent, multiple threads are required

causing a race as the two triggers progress on the two paths back to the (common,

in this example) source of the pipeline where they both wait for a filter to execute

and then trigger their respective pipeline branches to execute. With a push driven

pipeline, as soon as a filter completes, it can trigger it’s downstream dependencies

directly – executing on N threads for N branches of the pipeline becomes trivial.

The HPX dataflow execution model using CPS triggering naturally follows this

pattern and can easily be integrated into thread pools and schedulers to minimize

wasted CPU waits and to steal work from idle cores as need be.

The development therefore of a high speed serialization and network layer

that can handle the passing of large datasets (using RMA), in distributed multi-

threaded pipelines with low latency information exchange for HPX is a major step

towards making this not only possible, but feasible.

1.4.4 Future work

It is clear that the vision of a task-based visualisation pipeline operating in parallel

in a distributed setting requires considerable development before it can be fulfilled.

The next steps towards this goal are

• Handling of information flow. A ParaView pipeline always has each filter in-

stantiated on each node, so information messages flowing between filters always
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pass through shared memory within the node. Only synchronization messages

(using MPI) pass between nodes. In a distributed pipeline, these informational

messages may pass between nodes since there is no longer any guarantee that

connected filters are on the same node. The hpx::async messaging will be

used for this.

• Distributed filters. With individual filters as distributed objects, the synchro-

nization and update mechanism of the pipeline, will flow in a tree like pattern

rather than as a series of linear parallel updates. Together with the removal

of explicit synchronization between nodes participating in the pipeline, asyn-

chrony is introduced to the update phase and each connected part of the

pipeline will need to pass future objects rather than datasets directly.

• Load-balancing. Currently there do not exist any task-based counterparts to

the Zoltan partitioning software. To enable truly dynamic pipelines, this will

need to be developed.

• Compositing and rendering. Compositing of images using the HPX distributed

run time has been tested (in Biedert et al. [2017]), but does not make use of

the improved network capabilities implemented here. This work will need to

be extended and integrated with the ideas presented.

There are a great many opportunities for new research and development in

the field of task-based visualisation beyond those stated above. Whilst the VTK-m

design of filters using parallel primitives opens up the door to easy implementation

with libraries such as HPX, the filters themselves are not always optimal and can

be further improved with better task based designs.

1.5 Contribution

In this thesis, a collection of papers have been presented that demonstrate ways of

optimising the performance of dataflow based visualisation, analysis and simulation

software in the HPC community. The contributions of this work are:

• The demonstration of information (or meta-data) flow within a pipeline based

visualisation framework, to solve the problem of handling large time-dependent

datasets and the implementation of filters to enable visualisation of flows that

were not previously possible, produce comparative views of data and arbitrary

manipulations of time within the VTK/ParaView software environment.
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• To provide an interface between information flow and a high-quality mesh

partitioning library, that can be used to improve load balancing of parallel

pipelines in the VTK/ParaView environment.

• To combine the load balancing mechanism with the rendering engine so that

high depth complexity meshes can be rendered with full transparency in par-

allel without duplicating the geometry on every node.

• To also provide a mechanism to generate ghost cells for parallel distributed

algorithms using the load balancing pipeline and leveraging the information

flow techniques.

• To show how to loosely couple a traditional visualisation pipeline with a live

simulation using in-memory files that can be implemented without changes

to the simulation software and can additionally be used to steer the software

interactively if the simulation is modified accordingly.

• To improve the speed of data transmission and remote function invocation

in a distributed dataflow based runtime using RMA and a novel serialization

strategy to minimize data duplication and movement.

The developments and contributions to ParaView that have been described

are used by researchers and engineers on a daily basis around the world and the

improvements made to the HPX library will accelerate the adoption of distributed

asynchronous task based runtimes that are seen by many as the future programming

model for extreme scale systems. The common theme running through all these

developments is the quest for efficient low overhead transfers of data and execution of

filters/algorithms between modular components of a software system. Additionally,

the foundations have been laid for a next generation analysis framework that will

integrate tightly with simulation, allow for dynamic load balancing and scheduling

to maximize performance and minimize resource usage.
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